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TORRENT1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to a method of transmitting a
multimedia service in a mobile communication
system, and more particularly to an apparatus

and method for transmitting a multimedia service
using a shared channel in a cdma2000 system. 2.
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Description of the Related Art In a mobile
communication system, in order to transmit a

multimedia service using a shared channel such
as a forward traffic channel (F-TCH) and a
dedicated control channel (DCH), control

information should be transmitted in a common
channel. To this end, there has been proposed a
method of transmitting control information in a

multimedia service only when the channel of the
common channel is in an idle state such as an idle

state or a broadcast information state using a
distributed channel descriptor (DCD). For

example, in the cdma2000 1x-EVolution Data Only
(1x-EV-DO) mobile communication system using a
generic access profile, a method of transmitting
control information such as a resource allocation
bitmap in a shared channel (HSDCH) only when
the channel state of the shared channel is in an

idle state, using a CDV (Channel Descriptor Value)
as a parameter has been proposed. That is,

according to the CDV, when the channel state of
the shared channel is in an idle state, a PDSCH, a

PSCH, a DCH_SHRCH, or a DCH_FACH is
transmitted in the shared channel, but when the

channel state of the shared channel is in a
broadcast state, a DCH_PCH or DCH_SHRCH is
transmitted in the shared channel. However, in
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the mobile communication system using the
generic access profile, when a terminal intends to
transmit control information on a shared channel
such as in the CDV, when there is no state that is
appropriate for the CDV such as when the channel

state of the shared channel is in a broadcast
state, the terminal should perform unnecessary

back-off after
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